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Abstract

Advanced applications require construction, ecient access and management of large
databases with rich data structures and inference mechanisms. However, such capabilities
are not directly supported by the existing database systems. In this paper, we describe
Relationlog, a persistent deductive database system that is able to directly support the
storage, ecient access and inference of data with complex structures.

1 Introduction
Advanced applications require construction, ecient access and management of large databases
with rich data structures and inference mechanisms. However, such capabilities are not directly supported by the existing database systems.
Deductive databases have the potential to meet the demands of advanced applications.
They grew out of the integration of logic programming and relational database technologies. They are intended to combine the best of the two approaches, such as representational
and operational uniformity, inference capabilities, recursion, declarative querying, ecient
secondary storage access, etc.
However, most deductive databases systems such as Nail [16], LOLA [6], Glue-Nail [5],
XSB [20], Aditi [21], LogicBase [7], Declare/SDS [8], etc. only support at relations which are
found inappropriate for advanced applications. A few deductive database systems that support data with complex structures such as LDL [3] and CORAL [18] are only implemented as
memory-based systems and do not support direct access of data with complex structures [12].
For these reasons, we have developed a novel deductive database system called Relationlog at the University of Regina, Canada. Unlike existing deductive database systems, the
Relationlog system is able to support the storage, ecient access and inference of data with
complex structures. It provides declarative query language that is based on Relationlog [9, 13]
and also a declarative data manipulation language that is based on DatalogU [11].
In this paper, we introduce the Relationlog system. In Section 2, 3, and 4, we introduce
the Relationlog data de nition language, query language, and data manipulation language
respectively. In Section 5, We discuss Relationlog programs. In Section 6, we describe the
Relationlog system architecture. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude and comment on our
future plans.
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2 Data De nition Language
The data de nition language of Relationlog allows the speci cation of domain types, relation
schemas, views and rules. It is similar to the SQL data de nition language.

2.1 Domain Types

The primitive domain types supported are as follows:
(1) string(n) for character strings with xed-length n.
(2) string which is an alias for string(16).
(3) token(n) for alphanumeric strings without space, hyphen and quotation characters
with maximum n characters.
(4) token which is an alias for token(16).
(5) integer(1) for 1-byte integers.
(6) integer(2) for 2-byte integers.
(7) integer(4) for 4-byte integers.
(8) integer(8) for 8-byte integers.
(9) integer which is an alias for integer(4).
(10) oat(4) for 4 byte real numbers.
(11) oat(8) for 8 byte real numbers.
(12) oat which is an alias for oat(4).
The following are some examples of acceptable and unacceptable values of these primitive
domain types:
Types

string:
token:
integer:
oat:

Acceptable
'Bob Sam', "Bob's Wife"
BobSam, Bob Sam
5, 8, 120, -20
1, 2.0, 3.14, 1.2e4

Unacceptable
'Bob", "abc"def"g", 'Bob's wife'
Bob Sam, bob-Sam, Bob's Wife, 2sons, Bob
1.5, 1e4, one, "two"
one, 'two'

In addition to the primitive domain types, the Relationlog system also supports tuple,
set, list, and bag types that can be de ned using the primitive domain types. The following
are examples of these types.
Tuple types [Last: string, First: string], [City: string, Country: string]
Set types
ftokeng, f[Last: string, First: string]g
List types jintegerj, j[Last: string, First: string] j
Bag types *integer* *[Last: string, First: string]*
These non-primitive types must be created by the user using the create domain or
create type command.
Figure 1 shows how to de ne new domain types in Relationlog.
Note that as a complex value based language, Relationlog does not allow circular type
de nition such as
create domain Person [Name : FullName; BirthDate : Date; Wife : Person]
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create domain NameType string(10)
create domain FullName [

Last : NameType;
First : NameType]
create domain Date [
Y ear : integer;
Month : integer;
Day : integer]
create domain Incomes jintegerj
create domain Personlist jFullNamej
create domain Location [
City : string;
Country : string]
create domain Paper [
Author : NameType;
Title : string(40);
FirstPage : integer;
LastPage : integer]
Figure 1: Sample Domain De nitions

User-created types can be deleted using the drop domain or drop type command. For
example, the following command can be used to delete the user-de ned type FullName:

drop domain FullName

However, if a user-de ned type is used in the de nitions of other types or relation schemas,
the deletion of the type is not allowed.
The modi cation of types is not allowed in the Relationlog system as the type de nitions
are used to allocate storage space for relations.

2.2 Schema De nition

The Relationlog system supports two kinds of relations: base relations (or extensional relations ) and views (or intensional relations ). Base relations are stored persistently on disk.
Views are de ned using rules based on the base relations and other views. The schema for
both kinds of relations must be de ned explicitly using the create relation or create table
command.
Figure 2 shows several relation schema de nitions. As traditional relational database
systems, Relationlog supports the de nition of keys. However, keys must be de ned on
atomic attributes.
A newly created relation is empty initially. We have to use the insert command to be
discussed in Section 4 to load data in the base relations or use rules to derive data in the
views.
Figure 3 gives three relations Persons, Conferences and Journals which we will use as the
running example. Note that the current implementation of Relationlog does not support the
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create relation Persons

(Name : NameType;
BirthDate : Date;
Parents : fNameTypeg;
LivesIn : Location)
Earnings : Incomes
key = (Name)

create relation Parentsof

(Name : NameType;
Parents : fNameTypeg)
key = (Name)

create relation Ancestorsof

(Name : NameType;
Ancs : fNameTypeg)
key = (Name)

create relation Conferences
(CID : token;
Y ear : integer;

Location : Location;
Papers : fPaperg)
key = (CID; Y ear)
create relation Journals
(JID : token;
V olume : integer;
Number : integer;
Papers : fPaperg)
key = (JID; V olume; Number)
create relation Publications
(Author : Name;
Papers : f[Title : string(40);
ID : token;
FirstPage : integer;
LastPage : integer]g)
key = (Name)

Figure 2: Sample Schema De nitions
storage of partial tuples (i.e, null-values) and partial sets introduced in [13]. Instead, sets in
the relations must be complete.
To remove a relation from a Relationlog database, we can use the drop relation (or
drop table) and delete relation (or delete table) commands. The former deletes all
information about the dropped relation from the database while the latter deletes all tuples
in the relation but retains the schema of the relation.
To modify the schema of a relation in a Relationlog database such as insert, delete or
modify the attributes in a relation schema, we can use the alter relation or alter table
command.
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Conferences
CID

Year

Location
[City Country]

ICLP

91

[Paris

France]

VLDB

97

[Athens

Greece]

PODS

96

[Atlanta

USA]

Journals
JID

Volume Number

JLP

1

1

TODS

1

1

Persons
Name
Tom
Sam
Bob
Pam
Joe

BirthDate
[Year Month
[1913
11
[1983
5
[1933
4
[1956
7
[1962
1

Day]
20 ]
30 ]
1 ]
8 ]
24 ]

Papers
Paper
g
[Author Title FirstPage LastPage]
f[Bob
Prolog
1
10]
[Sam
Parlog
11
20]
[Ann
Datalog
21
30]g
f[Tom
Oracle
1
10]
[Pam
Ingres
11
20]
[Bob
Sybase
21
30]g
f[Joe
DOOD
1
15]
[Bob
NF2
16
30]g
f

Papers
Paper
g
[Author
Title
FirstPage LastPage]
f[Tom
Logic
1
10]
[Bob
Horn Clause
11
20]
f[Tom
Relation
1
10]
[Pam
Calculus
11
20]
[Jim
Algebra
21
30]g
f

Parents

fstringg
fg
fJimg
fg
fBobg
fBobg

LivesIn
[ City
Country]
[ Toronto
Canada]
[ Calgary
Canada]
[Los Angeles USA ]
[ Chicago
USA ]
[ New York
USA ]

Earnings
jintegerj
j5000j
j1500j

j200; 2500j
j900; 900j
j3000j

Figure 3: Sample Relations
Consider the following example:

alter relation Persons add Spouse : NameType
alter relation Persons drop Spouse
alter relation Persons modify Parents: jNameTypej

The rst command says add an attribute Spouse and its corresponding type into to the
relation Persons. If the relation does not exist or the attribute has already been de ned
in the relation, this operation will fail. Besides, if the relation has tuples in it already, this
operation will also fail as it will result in null-values in the existing tuples which is not allowed
in the current implementation of Relationlog. Otherwise, the attribute is appended to the
end of the existing attributes in the Persons relation. The second command says delete the
attribute Spouse from the relation schema Persons and the corresponding attribute values
from all the tuples. The last command says modify the type of the attribute Parents of the
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relation Persons to the list type jNameTypej. The operation will fail if the attribute does
not exist or there are tuples in the relation which violate the new type constraint.

2.3 Views and Rules

Views are de ned using rules based on base relations and other views. There can be two kinds
of views in the Relationlog system: materialized (stored) and non-materialized. Materialized
views are stored persistently on disk as base relations and are maintained current while
non-materialized views are evaluated when they are queried.
Materialized views are created using the command create stored view while nonmaterialized views are created using the command create view. Unlike traditional relational
languages such as SQL, Relationlog supports recursively de ned views.
For instance, the following commands de ne three views: non-materialized views Parentsof
and Ancestorsof and materialized view Publications based on the base relations Persons,
Conferences and Journals de ned earlier:

create view Parentsof as

Parentsof ( Name; Parents) :{ Persons( Name; Age; Parents; Address)
create view Ancestorsof as
Ancestorsof ( Name; h Ancestori) :{ Parentsof ( Name; h Ancestori);
Ancestorsof ( Name; h Ancestori) :{ Parentsof ( Name; h Parenti);
Ancestorsof ( Parent; h Ancestori)
create stored view Publication as
Publications( Name; h[ Title; ID; FPage; LPage]i) :{
Conferences( ID; Loc; h[ Name; Title; FPage; LPage]i);
Publications( Name; h[ Title; ID; FPage; LPage]i) :{
Journals( ID; V ol; Num; h[ Name; Title; FPage; LPage]i)
where Name; Parents; Age; Address, Parent, Ancestor, Title, ID, Loc, FPage,
LPage, V ol, and Num are logical variables. Especially, Parents in the rst command

is a set-valued variable which ranges over the set of parents of a person tuple. The term
h Ancestor i in the second view de nition is called a partial set term and is used for different purposes in di erent places. For the one in the head of the rules, it is used to
group every ancestor of a speci c person into a set. For the one in the body of the rules,
it denotes an element of the set in the matching tuple. Similarly, the partial set term
h[ Title; ID; FPage; LPage]i in the head of the third view de nition is used for grouping while the partial set term h[ Name; Title; FPage; LPage]i in the body of the rules
is used to denote a tuple in the set of the matching tuple. These commands will fail if the
schemas for the relations are not de ned or the rules in the view de nitions are not well-typed
with respect to their relation schemas. Note that the view Ancestors is recursively de ned
view.
Remark: We could have combined the schema and view de nitions together into the view
de nition. However, as views/rules may be dependent on each other so that we may have
views that have rules not well-typed. Besides, Relationlog does not following the Prolog
convention which treats words starting with upper case letters as variables and words starting
with lower case letters to as constants. Instead, all variables in Relationlog must start with
and itself can be used as anonymous variable. In this way, words starting with upper case
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letters can be treated as Token type constants.
Relationlog requires all rules in a database to be strati ed. The strati cation of rules is
automatically checked every time a new view is created.
The materialized and non-materialized views can be dropped using the drop view command. However, if a view is used by other views, then the view can not be dropped.
For example, the following command will fail as the view Parentsof is used in the view
Ancestorsof .

drop view Parentsof

If the view that can be dropped is non-materialized, then the rules used to de ne the
view will be deleted. If the view that can be dropped is materialized, then both the rules
that de ne the view and the derived relation will be deleted.

3 Query Language
The query language of Relationlog allows the user to directly query base relations and materialized or non-materialized views with the query commands. We use examples to illustrate.
Consider the following query in Relationlog:
query Persons( Name; [ Y ear; ; ]; Parents; ; ); Y ear < 1965
This query says list the name, birth year, and parents of every person who were born before
1965. In the current implementation of Relationlog, the attribute values in a tuple have a
left-to-right order. We can omit the anonymous variable ' ' in a tuple expression based on
this order and abbreviate it into the following equivalent query:
query Persons( Name; [ Y ear]; Parents); Y ear < 1965
The results to this query based on the relation shown in Figure 3 will be displayed as a set
of bindings as follows
Name = Name : "Tom"; Y ear = Y ear : 1913; Parents = Parents : fg
Name = Name : "Bob"; Y ear = Y ear : 1933; Parents = Parents : f"Jim"g
Name = Name : "Pam"; Y ear = Y ear : 1956; Parents = Parents : f"Bob"g
Name = Name : "Joe"; Y ear = Y ear : 1962; Parents = Parents : f"Pat"g
The following example shows how to nd the two siblings who live in the same city.
query Persons( Name1; ; Parents; Location);
Persons( Name2; ; Parents; Location), Name1 <> Name2
where Location is a tuple variable which ranges over a nested tuple in the matching tuple.
The views in Relationlog can be queried in the same way as base relations. The following
are several examples:
query Ancestorsof ( Name; h"Bob"i)
query Ancestorsof ( Name; h"Bob"i), not Parentsof ( Name; h"Bob"i)
query Publiations("Bob"; h[ Title]i),
query Publiations( Name; h["Logic"]i), Persons( Name; Age; ; [ City; Country])
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The rst query says nd every descendant of Bob. The second query says nd every
descendant of Bob that is not a child of Bob. The third query says nd the title of every
paper that Bob wrote. The last query says nd the name, age, and location of the author
who wrote the paper Logic.
Note that if a view is materialized, then the query on it will be answered directly by
retrieving data from the corresponding disk le. If it is not materialized, then the Relationlog
system will rst evaluate all relevant rules using proper strategies to nd answers to the query.
The results will be stored temporarily for later queries until the database is no longer active.
Displaying the results to a query as a set of bindings may not be the way the user
likes. Besides, the results of the previous query may be useful for later queries. Therefore,
Relationlog also allows a query to be represented as rule whose body speci es what to be
queried and whose head speci es how to format the query results.
Consider the following two queries:
query Children( Parent; h[ Child; Y ear]i) :{ Persons( Child; [ Y ear]; h[ Parent]i)
query Children2( Parent; Child; Y ear) :{ Children( Parent; h[ Child; Y ear]i)
The rst query will display the results based on the relation shown in Figure 3 as a nested
relation as follows:
(Jim; f[Sam; 1983]g)
(Bob; f[Pam; 1956]; [Joe; 1962]g)
The second query will display the results of the rst query as a at relation:
(Jim; Sam; 1983)
(Bob; Pam; 1956)
(Bob; Joe; 1962)

4 Data Manipulation Language
In the Relationlog system, the user can insert, delete and update base relations using data
manipulation language commands insert and delete.
For example, the relation Persons shown in Figure 1 can be populated with the following
commands:
insert Persons("Tom"; [1913; 11; 20]; fg; ["T oronto"; "Canada"]; j5000j)
insert Persons("Sam"; [1983; 5; 30]; f"Jim"g; ["Calgary"; "Canada"]; j1500j)
insert Persons("Bob"; [1933; 4; 1]; fg; ["LosAngeles"; "USA"]; j200; 2500j)
insert Persons("Pam"; [1956; 7; 8]; f"Bob"g; ["Chicago"; "USA"]; j900; 900j)
insert Persons("Joe"; [1962; 1; 24]; f"Jim"g; ["NewY ork"; "USA"]; j3000j)
The tuple to be inserted will rst be checked with respect to corresponding schema de nition. Only well-typed tuples can be inserted successfully. Note that the attribute values in
a tuple have a left-to-right order. Besides, null-value is not allowed at all in Relationlog.
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The following examples show how to delete tuples from the database.
delete Persons("Tom"; ; ; ; )
delete Persons("Tom")
delete Persons( ; [ Y ear]); Y ear < 1965
The rst command says delete the tuple with the name Tom from the Persons relation. If
the tuple does not exist, the operation will fail. This command can be abbreviated to the
second one in which the anonymous arguments are omitted as well. The third command says
delete every person who was born before 1965. Note that this command implies a query, i.e,
nd all persons who were born before 1965 and then delete them.
We now show how to update atomic values in tuples in Relationlog relations. Consider
the following examples:
delete Persons( ; ; ; ["Toronto"]), insert Persons( ; ; ; ["V ancouver"])
query Persons("Sam"; ; h SamsParenti), delete Person( SamsParent; );
insert Person( SamsParent; ; ; ["V ancouver"; "Canada"])
The rst command says transfer every person in Toronto to Vancouver. The second command
says transfer Sam's parents' to Vancouver, Canada. Note that there is an explicit query
command in the second update command. Indeed, complex updates can be performed in
Relationlog by using complex queries in the update commands.
The following examples show how to update elements in sets:
insert Persons("Pam"; ; h"Bob"i)
delete Persons("Joe"; ; h"Pat"i)
The rst command says insert Bob into Pam's parents set. The operation will fail if the tuple
for Pam is not in the relation or Bob is already a parent of Pam. The second command says
delete Pat from Joe's parents set rather than the whole tuple. This operation will fail if Pat
is not in Joe's parents set.
An update command in Relationlog is treated as transaction which can either succeed or
fail. If it fails, it has no e ect on the database at all. Updates in the Relationlog system
have a declarative semantics which is a straightforward extension of the semantics presented
in [11].
Updateing base relations may result in materialized views and results of previous queries
that are kept invalid. Relationlog will delete the results of previous queries that are invalid
and update materialized views.

5 Relationlog Programs
In order to simplify the creation of database relations, the Relationlog system allows the user
to put all the information necessary for the database creation into a Relationlog program,
which consists of four parts: types, schema, facts and rules. The types part contains the
type de nitions. The schema part contains the relation schemas for both extensional and
intensional relations. The facts part contains tuples in base relations. The rules part contains
rules used to de ne views.
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Types

NameType = string(10)
FullName = [Last : NameType; First : NameType]
Date = [Y ear : integer; Month : integer; Day : integer]
Incomes = jintegerj

Schema

Facts

Rules

Person(Name : NameType;
BirthDate : Date
Parents : fstringg;
LivesIn : Location;
Earnings : Incomes)
key = (Name)
Parentsof (Name : NameType;
Parents : fNameTypeg)
key = (Name)
Ancestorsof (Name : NameType;
Ancs : fNameTypeg)
key = (Name)

Persons("Tom"; 85; fg; ["Toronto"; "Canada"])
Persons("Sam"; 15; f"Jim"g; ["Calgary"; "Canada"])
Persons("Bob"; 65; fg; ["LosAngeles"; "USA"])
Persons("Pam"; 42; f"Bob"g; ["Chicago"; "USA"])
Persons("Joe"; 36; f"Bob"g; ["NewY ork"; "USA"])
Parentsof ( Name; Parents) :{ Persons( Name; Age; Parents; Address)
Ancestorsof ( Name; h Ancestori) :{ Parentsof ( Name; h Ancestori)
Ancestorsof ( Name; h Ancestori) :{ Parentsof ( Name; h Parenti);
Ancestorsof ( Parent; h Ancestori)
Figure 4: Sample Relationlog Program

For example, Figure 4 shows a Relationlog program which is part of the sample database
shown in Section 2.

6 System Architecture
In this section, we brie y describe the system architecture of the current Relationlog system.
The details are available in [14].
The Relationlog system has been implemented as a single-user persistent deductive database
system. The system architecture of Relationlog is shown in Figure 2.
The system is organized into three layers. The rst layer is the user interface which
receives and processes user commands and displays results. The commands available from
the user interface are described in details in [15].
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User Interface
Commands

Results

Data Management and Query Subsystem
DDL Manager

Query Manager

DML Manager

Storage and Update Subsystem
Buffer Manager

Index Manager

Main
Memory

Update Manager

Persisent
Database

Figure 5: Relationlog System Architecture
The second layer is the Data Management and Query Subsystem which consists of three
managers: DDL Manager, Query Manager, and DML Manager. They cooperate with each
other tightly and direct the Storage and Update Subsystem to handle smaller tasks respectively. The DDL Manager is responsible for processing all DDL commands, maintaining system catalogs about domains, relations, indices and rules, and answering all the type checking
requests from the DML and Query Managers. It checks if all rules are strati ed when a new
view is created. As views may be materialized, the DDL manager is also responsible for
dropping those materialized intensional relations and the corresponding rules when a view is
dropped.
The Query Manager is responsible for data retrieval and rule evaluation. It supports
three strategies: matching, seminaive evaluation, and top-down with tabling. If the data
to be retrieved are in an extensional relation or in a materialized view, then it simply uses
matching and indices to nd the results. If the data to be retrieved are in a non-materialized
view, it automatically decides whether to use seminaive bottom-up xpoint evaluation with
rule ordering mechanism as proposed in [17] or set-at-a-time top-down with tabling to nd
the results based on the information about the rules.
The DML Manager performs all the updates to the extensional relations. As an update
may imply a query, the DML manager may request the Query Manager to process the query
before performing the update. After an extensional relation is updated, it will also request
the Query Manager to propagate the updates to materialized views that are dependent on
the updated relation if any.
The third layer is the Storage and Update Subsystem which consists of three main managers: Bu er Manager, Index manager, and Update Manager. The Bu er Manager deals with
loading, dropping, and updating domains, the relation schemas, relation tuples, indices and
rules between main memory and disk les. The Index Manager is in charge of the creation
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and updates of B-tree and Hash indices for relations and provides a transparent interface.
The Update Manager deals with the updates of domains, relation schemas, relation tuples,
indices and rules.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have given a brief introduction to the Relationlog system. A complete
implementation as described in this paper has been developed. The system will be available
over the Internet soon after further testing and debugging. For more information about the
Relationlog system, see the web home page: http://www.cs.uregina.ca/~mliu/RLOG.
We are currently exploring other query processing strategies for the Relationlog system
and extending it into a full- edged system. We are also developing SQL, OQL [2], extended
relational algebra and Calculus [1, 4, 19] interfaces on top of it in order to make it a useful
tool for teaching both introductory and advanced database courses.
The current Relationlog prototype does not support null-values. We intend to extend
the Relationlog system to support null-values as described in [10]. Besides, we intend to
add aggregate operations to it as well. Several application systems based on Relationlog are
under development, including an auto-CAD system.
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